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Introduction
On both sides of the Atlantic, mobile-first, online-only banks 
(“challenger bank” or “neobank”) have been taking both market 
share and mindshare away from legacy banks. The disruptive 
innovation of these new entrants has been underpinned by a 
focus on customer experience targeted at tech-savvy Millennial 
and Gen-Z customers. By doing away with traditional touch points 
like branch locations and contact centers in favor of beautifully-
designed, intuitive apps, challenger banks have been able to 
deliver a superior experience at a fraction of the cost-to-serve.

The UK has been a pioneer in the mobile-first banking disruption, 
thanks in part to a strong heritage in financial innovation and 
open-banking regulatory support. UK challenger banks like 
Starling, Monzo and Revolut have taken a significant market share 
from the legacy banks, with 1 in 3 millennials in the UK (and 1 in 5 
customers in total) already considering a challenger bank to be 
their primary bank.

Now, mobile-first banking is growing rapidly in the US, with the 
likes of Chime and Current gaining increasing market-share. This 
is especially true in the wake of the Covid-19 breakout, where 
companies have had to adapt to service customers entirely 
online, or over the phone. 

Mobile-first banks have been so successful in disrupting legacy 
banks partly because of their ability to offer a greater customer 
experience for a lower cost, namely through intuitive mobile apps 
and other digital channels like FAQ-driven chatbots. 

However, when it comes to money matters, even the digital native 
customers still prefer to communicate by that most immediate 
(and expensive) of channels - voice. And where challenger banks 
have excelled at cost-effective customer experience in digital 
channels, the relative lack of innovation in the voice channel 
presents a daunting obstacle in their disruption of legacy banks.

Numerous research shows that the telephone is still the most 
preferred channel of customer contact. More than 60% of all 
customer interactions are still carried out through the voice 
channel. This is particularly true in the banking sector, which 
employs about 40% of all contact center workers.

https://www.uk.kearney.com/article/?/a/how-convenience-innovation-and-trust-will-shape-tomorrows-banking#:~:text=Our%20research%20shows%20that%20one,that%20traditional%20banks%20remain%20dominant
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What Kind of Calls Are Right for 
Voice AI Automation?

One of your most important customer service decisions is 
deploying the right channel and technology for the right type 
of customer call.

What kind of calls are right for a voice AI automation?

One rubric our customers often use is a classification of call 
types on two considerations — customer call urgency and 
business priority.

Customer Urgency: Urgency is defined by the customer. It is 
usually informed by one or more of the following:

• The issue is preventing the customer from doing 
something (e.g. customer can’t log in to online banking)

• There’s a time consideration (e.g. waiting on a transfer)
• Customer requires comfort and reassurance (e.g. 

reporting a lost credit card)

Business Priority: Priority is defined by the business. All 
customer enquiries are important, but they still require an 
order of priority. The highest priority calls will have the greatest 
impact on profit and revenue. For example:

• Chasing an unpaid bill
• Incentivising customers to renew contracts

The role of voice automation is to free up your agents to 
handle the high urgency, high priority calls, while ensuring that 
all other queries are handled promptly and effectively.

High Urgency Low Urgency

Hi
gh

 P
rio

rit
y

Customer requires immediate 
response. The cost of not resolving 
the issue quickly will have a negative 
impact on business revenue. 

For example:
• Reporting fraudulent transactions
• Cancelling an account (where 

an agent may be able to offer 
incentives to stay)

Has significant impact (positive or 
negative) on revenue, but is not 
urgent for the customer.

For example:
• Chasing missed payments
• Offering account upgrades

Lo
w

 P
rio

rit
y

Requires an immediate response 
in order to maintain or improve 
customer satisfaction. Keeping 
callers on hold for these kinds of 
calls will result in a degradation in 
CSAT scores. 

For example:
• Lost credit card
• Where is my order?
• Broadband troubleshooting

Has minimal consequences for 
revenue, and the customer is happy 
to wait for a response. 

For example:
• FAQs

Best suited to: outbound calls by 
trained agents or voice assistants

Best suited to: customer service 
agents who can provide sensitive, 
customized advice

Best suited to: automated chat or 
email 

Best suited to: voice assistants that 
can guide customers naturally 
through common transactions
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Industry Difference

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic saw customer call volumes 
spike in many sectors, as the stay-at-home life injected “urgency” 
into routine enquiries. Customers working at home require always-
available troubleshooting for broadband issues and with millions 
of purchases moving online, retailers are facing unprecedented 
levels of calls from customers wanting to track their deliveries.

Banks face a unique challenge in that queries related to money 
are always of high urgency. With the additional pressure of an 
ongoing global pandemic, customers are facing ever-longer 
call wait times and staff are overworked. Making smart decisions 
about handling increasing call volumes will be a key factor in 
which banks survive the pandemic. 

As they scale, mobile-first banks are facing a steep rise in the 
costs associated with customer service, namely hiring, managing 
and maintaining large teams of contact center agents. This 
significantly cuts into their cost to serve and affects their ability to 
compete with legacy banks.

The best application of 
voice automation is for 
urgent customer calls that 
do not have a significant 
and immediate revenue 
impact for the business.



How can mobile-first banks 
perpetuate their advantage in 
CX across the voice channel?
Achieving partial automation in the voice channel is essential to the success of 
mobile-first banks, where CX is non-negotiable and the cost of scaling must be 
kept under control. Automating does not mean removing customer service agents 
completely, but freeing the agents to focus on high-priority high-urgency queries. 

So what use cases should mobile-first banks be automating?
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Automation Use Cases

Previous attempts to automate customer service over 
the phone have been limited to IVRs and FAQ bots that 
provide responses to questions, provided the caller uses 
a specific keyword.

While legacy banks push forwards with legacy technology, 
mobile-first banks are embracing AI to automate 
common transactions through natural conversations. 

Voice assistants like PolyAI are able to automate your 
most common and repetitive tasks, regardless of the 
length of the handling time. They can perform long and 
winding multi-turn conversations, handle multiple intents 
given in the same utterance and integrate directly into 
back-end systems to execute transactions. 

Automating repetitive tasks will mean your customers 
won’t need to wait on hold again, and those that do need 
to speak to a live agent can get to them quicker.

PolyAI’s voice assistants are pre-trained in the most 
common use cases so that they’re ready to use out-of-
the-box. They can lock and replace cards, make transfers, 
update account details, check transactions, and more. 
Your customers can be served immediately, improving 
your CSAT and reducing call center costs. Additional use 
cases specific to your business or customer needs can 
be automated quickly. 

Scenarios for Voice Automation

Direct debits Standing orders

Open accounts Statements

Overdrafts Reminders

Cheque deposits PIN reset

Locked accounts App issues

Password reset Lost cards

Payments Broken cards

Transfers Declined payments

Balance Upcoming payments

Unrecognised 
transactions ATM limits

Change account details Payment issues
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Reduce risk by: 

• Deploying expansively trained NLU models to understand 
what customers say, however they say it, instead of relying 
on specific keywords

• Designing mechanisms to transfer customers to live agents 
when needed

Automate Authentication Without a Large Upfront 
Investment

Verifying customers securely is critical for banks. But authentication 
processes taking an average of 52 seconds have significant 
cost implications for banking contact centers. Automating these 
processes can produce significant cost savings. 

Automating authentication on 750,000 calls will, on average, 
create $225,000 in gross cost savings.

Unlike voice biometrics, conversational authentication is not 
susceptible to mimicry and does not require voice data to get set 
up. PolyAI uses phonetic matching that integrates seamlessly into 
existing security practices, such as 2-factor authentication, and 
accurately matches information, even from non-native speakers.

Automating authentication 
on 750,000 calls will, on 
average, create $225,000 
in gross cost savings.

https://www.polyai.com/polyai-encoder-model-understanding-as-a-service/
https://www.polyai.com/virtual-assistant-value-streams-identification-verification/
https://www.polyai.com/conversational-idv-vs-voice-biometrics/


Approaches & Considerations for 
Deploying Voice Automation
There are four approaches to designing, building and deploying voice automation 
solutions in your contact center, and the approach you choose will be the difference 
between a successful deployment and an expensive science experiment. 

Let’s take a look at some of the different approaches and considerations to keep in mind.
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APPROACH 1

DIY, from scratch 

A few banks opt to build their own DIY voice AI platform in-house, from 
scratch. 

Bank of America has done this with their AI-driven virtual financial 
assistant: Erica. This completely self-owned system was created by a 
development team of 100 people in 2017. It took the team nearly 2 years to 
build, and cost an estimated $30 million. One Bank of America employee 
commented on the development of Erica, saying that the bank “learned 
[that] there are over 2,000 different ways to ask us to move money.” 

Few banks have access to the resources and capabilities to pursue a DIY 
approach to conversational AI. DIY would seldom be the right strategy for 
innovative banks on technology adoption, as their competitive strengths 
lie elsewhere.  

The conversational AI technology stack will likely become more 
modularised in the future, which means separate Innovations will be 
made in speech recognition, natural language processing (NLP), natural 
language generation (NLG) and speech synthesis. An active ecosystem of 
companies, from startups to tech giants, are already innovating in these 
spaces. It would be improbable for a bank, even the largest in the world, 
to sustain innovation in this sector. We can easily imagine in retrospect 
a bank resolving to build their own computer in the 1970s and the likely 
consequence of such a decision. DIY in voice-based conversational AI 
would likely follow the same fate today. 

Pros Cons

• Purpose-built technology 

• Control

• Extremely expensive

• Likely to be displaced by 
specialist technologies in the 
future

https://www.aiqudo.com/2019/06/28/voice-success-story-erica-bank-america/
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APPROACH 2

DIY, with a third party platform

Many enterprises are experimenting with DIY conversational voice 
assistant capabilities offered by Google Dialogflow, Amazon Lex, IBM 
Watson, or open-source frameworks like Rasa. These platforms take a 
graphical user interface approach to building conversational assistants 
and are favored by those who wish to keep the development in-house. 

However, few enterprises have put their platform-built voice assistants 
live with real customers. Their proof-of-concept remains under lock and 
key months after the initial build, only interacting with testers through 
pre-scripted queries as designed by the product team.

An initial proof-of-concept that handles 3 – 5 broad intents should be 
ready to face real customers within 2 weeks, and be ready to expand to 
additional intents easily within 3 months after reaching a threshold level 
of intent accuracy and customer satisfaction.

Capability

Platforms are not purpose-built for voice interactions. While household 
names like Google and Amazon have good ASR and NLU, a large part of 
building a working voice assistant involves orchestrating the performance 
of these component pieces to suit the use case. Even though these 
platforms aim to give the client more control, they lock the client into 
using a single supplier for every piece of the tech stack, preventing the 
client from choosing the best in class technology in each area.

Scalability

Scalability is often a challenge for virtual assistants built with DIY platforms. 
Virtual assistants built with GUI interfaces alone tend to resemble 
decision-trees, offering little flexibility in how conversations can proceed. 
Exceptions and edge cases must be handcrafted, resulting in a complex 
web of dependencies that can quickly fall apart at the smallest tweak. 

Cost of Ownership

DIY platforms are often offered at a reasonable cost as a part of a 
larger cloud package, but the expertise required to build and maintain 
solutions, whether in-house or on a consulting basis, is both difficult to 
find and expensive, with projects often running over large periods of time. 
The cost of ownership is often not factored into the ROI on such projects, 
which is something that every enterprise should consider.

Third party platforms do have a place in creating simple, logic based 
chatbots, but they are insufficient for use-cases more complex than 
FAQs. 

Pros Cons

• Cheap to prototype

• Available from existing cloud 
providers

• Inflexible technology

• Hard to scale

• Rarely deployed for voice
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APPROACH 3

Port chatbot technology into voice use cases

Many companies begin their conversational AI journey with a chatbot. It is 
a reasonable place to start; chatbots can be deployed without creating 
on established channels, and they can help to deflect call volume. Many 
companies have had some success with chatbots as an alternative 
channel of customer service in the last decade.

However, converting a chatbot into a voice bot yields mixed results. 

The most basic way to convert a chatbot into a voice bot is to add 
speech recognition to the voice input and text to speech as the output, 
and that is as far as many conversions go. The result will likely frustrate 
customers, because customers rarely speak as precisely or concisely as 
when they type. Chat-based solutions look for keywords, but in speech, 
we often “tell stories” in full sentences and paragraphs. The “noise” in the 
voice channel is also high, whether it be literal background noise, or filler 
words (“umms” and “ahhhs”), accents or colloquialisms. 

Speech recognition is about reliably and accurately transcribing spoken 
utterances into text that your bot can process. Out-of-the-box ASR 
solutions from big cloud providers are about as good as they’re going 
to get, but they’re not perfect. These solutions require fine-tuning to 
neutralise accents and listen out for contextual inputs, so if a caller says 
‘4’ and the bot knows to listen out for a number, it can disregard possible 
non-numeric transcriptions like ‘fur’, ‘for’, ‘fork’ etc. 

But just like humans, it’s impossible for a machine to ‘hear’ spoken inputs 
with 100% accuracy. Like humans, machines need to apply knowledge 
and context to what they ‘hear’ in order to fully understand. 

Pros Cons

• You might already have a 
chatbot, with some of the 
component technologies 
required for a voice bot.

• Will likely deliver sub-par 
experiences on the voice 
channel
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APPROACH 4

Work with a specialized voice AI automation provider

Partnering with a vendor who specializes in voice, using speech technology specifically developed for spoken interactions, is the best way to reduce 
risk when deploying a voice assistant for your business.

Deliver great CX through human-level understanding

Great CX is about flexibility. It’s about empowering customers to drive 
conversations the way they want. Customers should be able to express 
themselves in their own words, interrupt, ask questions and change their 
minds at any point in the conversation. 

Human-level understanding is achieved through close collaboration 
across all layers of the conversational AI stack from speech recognition 
to dialogue management. 

At PolyAI, we augment speech recognition to reduce transcription errors. 
We fine-tune our NLU model to increase accuracy in critical moments 
– those habitual pauses, mumbles and clarifications – to make a 
conversation flow. We optimise dialogue management to account 
for context throughout the entire conversation, so your customers are 
always understood.

Fast deployment and low risk of execution

PolyAI’s voice assistants are pre-trained in common consumer banking 
intents such as ID&V, payments, and transactions like reporting and 
blocking lost or missing cards, etc. Powered by our ConveRT model (the 
most accurate understanding model on the market), our voice assistants 
can understand any customer intent out-of-the-box. 

Thanks to our pre-trained model, we don’t require training data from 
clients. A couple of hours talking through common call flows is usually 
enough to design and build a custom voice assistant for your company, 
ready to deploy with real customers within just 2 weeks. 
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APPROACH 4

Work with a specialized voice AI automation provider (continued)

High ROI

Low stakes investment

Working with a specialized voice AI automation vendor yields cost savings 
in a number of ways:

• Predictable and reasonable upfront cost
 ◦ Because conversational AI is new and expertise varies, enterprises 

generally find it difficult to gauge and budget upfront investment 
for a DIY voice assistant project meant for deployment.

• Predictable and reasonable operating expenses
 ◦ PolyAI has a per-minute pricing model that scales with your 

contact volume, at a significantly lower operating expense on a 
per call resolution than traditional call centers.

 ◦ Voice assistants automate after call work, eliminating wrap-up 
from handling time.

 ◦ AI has flexibility to solve daily peaks and troughs and seasonal 
effects without the need for additional staffing

Low cost of ownership

• Where many vendors charge obscene maintenance fees, PolyAI’s 
flexible dialogue architecture allows us to provide updates at a 
fraction of the cost.

• PolyAI’s success-based pricing model incentivises us to continuously 
optimise clients’ voice assistants for call containment. 

Higher returns than Conversational IVRs

Unlike IVR, which offers partial automation, PolyAI automates interactions 
end-to-end with up to 75% first call resolution. Where IVRs may reduce 
call handling times, PolyAI voice assistants are able to take a significant 
number of calls away from live agents, allowing them to provide fast 
responses to customer queries that require empathy and complex 
reasoning. 
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Overview of Options for Building Voice AI

DIY, from scratch DIY, with a third party 
platform

Port chatbot technology 
into voice use cases

Work with a specialized 
voice AI automation 
provider

Cost Very high Low technology cost

High human cost

Low Scalable pricing on a pay-
per-call basis

Speed to market Very slow Slow Fast Fast

Scalability High scalability potential 
but requires significant 
ongoing investment

Not easy or affordable 
to scale due to inflexible 
technology

Difficult or impossible to 
scale across voice use 
cases

Scales very easily and 
quickly

Customer 
experience

High Low Low High

Accuracy / 
Success rate

High Low Low Very high (99%)

ROI Low Low Medium High



Next Steps
Don’t wait to implement conversational banking with an AI voice 
assistant. Talk to us about how PolyAI can help your company launch 
new customer experiences at scale, improving loyalty and retention, 
reducing call center costs and proving ROI within months.

In an initial meeting with you, we might discuss: 

1. How voice automation fits into your customer service program

2. How to build a successful voice bot with minimal training data 

3. How to capture your brand’s identity in the voice channel

4. How to build a voice bot that understands a variety of accents

5. How to port your voice bot into all the languages spoken by your 
customers 

There’s a distinct lack of these capabilities in these platforms. 

The problem with these platforms is that they are general purpose. 
They are built to support text chatbots, smartphones and smart 
speakers, across a broad number of intents; unsurprising given their 
parent companies. Existing DIY conversational platforms have not 
been optimised for the specific Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 
challenges of phone support, like line static, accents or background 
noise. Nor have the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) models 
been optimised for the nature of customer service conversations: 
longer explanations, digressions to other topics, interruptions and 
specific lexicons. As a result, achieving performance at scale has not 
been as simple as turning on a ‘voice’ feature.

Request a Demo

https://www.polyai.com/request-demo/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=banking

